
Prostrobe - HA5 hideaway
Oval, bright and compact LED warning strobe, that can be surface mounted on

car, MC and truck. Mounted with 2 bolts. UNECE R65 approved.



Hideaway type 4 - Bright and compact LED warning strobe lamp, that can be

connected to both 12V and 24V, and can be surface mounted on car, MC and

truck. The compact oval housing has 4 powerful 3W LEDs, and they create a

bright warning together with the special lens, regardless of placement. The

LED lamp is made of aluminum, which makes them very robust against

harsh weighing conditions.

The LED lamp is easily mounted with its 2 included bolts (44,5mm distance).

The controller has 21 programs, where it is possible to switch between

21 different programs that can be synchronized with other connected

Prostrobe LED lamps. 

The LED lamp is ECE R65-approved, and can legally be used throughout

Europe and be used on public roads and highways.

You can find further information under downloads, where you can

download our datasheet o the product, which has more information

regarding the different blink patterns / programs.

The single model has one emitter only. There is a 180cm wire mounted to

the lamp, that is also potted which makes it 100% waterproof.

Connection
The strobelight connected quite easily as shown below.

White = Constantly to black / minus to activate low

intensity.

Red = Plus warning light (12V-24V)

Black = Minus

Yellow = Blink pattern / programs at minus and

synchronization between other Prostrobe units

Blink pattern
When you pulse the yellow wire on black (minus) for less than 1 second, you

switch between the 21 different flash patterns / programs.

In pulse between 3-5 seconds, you switch to the previous flash pattern /

program.

If the pulse between 6-9 seconds, you go back to preset / flash pattern /

program 1. As for the minus and synchronization between other Prostrobe

units, you will have to connect the yellow wire together. 

Buy online at www.matronics.eu/731105A

Specifications
Voltage 12V - 24V

Temperature -30 to 60 grader

Certificates R65 R10 (EMC)

Flash patterns 26

LEDs 4 x 3W/5W

https://www.matronics.eu//products/datasheet/731105A


Product overview

Yellow, Single
SKU 731105A
Dimensions: 17 x 37 x 54mm



Product pictures
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